MTI Allowable Rates and Matching Fund Requirements
Cash Match
Definition: A match in funding that results in the applicant disbursing dollars toward the completion of the proposed project.
Cash match is weighted higher than other match in the application review process.

Examples of what is eligible for cash match:
*Each component of the Business Innovation Program has its own set of eligible activities. Applicants should refer to the RFA of each funding
component for a complete list.








Actual dollars paid to consultants hired by applicant to complete the project
Actual dollars paid to employee(s) of applicant to cover hours that employee(s) worked on project
Actual dollars paid for project materials, related project travel expenses, and intellectual property costs
Actual dollars paid for the purchase or rental of project related equipment
Funding from a Federal SBIR/STTR Phase I or Phase II award, as long as the dollars received from the grant are
going toward activities or the purchase of the equipment relevant to the technology being developed and are included
as part of the proposed project
Third party investment in company from sources other than an SBIR/STTR Phase I or Phase II award

Examples of what is NOT eligible for cash match:




Funding from a Federal SBIR/STTR Phase I or Phase II award or funding from any other third party investment that
is NOT going toward funding activities or purchasing equipment relevant to the technology being developed by the
proposed project
Actual dollars from any other MTI or State of Maine funding program

Other Match in Services or Equipment
Definition: A match in funding where the applicant contributes or receives services or equipment that helps to complete the
proposed project without compensation.

Examples of what is eligible for other match:





Hours put in by sole proprietor or equity owner that does NOT currently receive payroll or salary (i.e., sweat equity),
using MTI’s approved pro-bono hourly rates not to exceed $50 for principals or executive level management and not
to exceed $30 for all other individuals participating in the project
Hours put into the project by consultants that receive NO dollar payment for work (i.e., working pro bono); the
maximum hourly pro-bono rate for a consultant is $50
Hours that equipment owned either by the applicant or an outside third party is used for activities necessary to
complete the project where no payment is made for its use and is instead assigned a fair market value which requires
justification for an hourly rate

Examples of what is NOT eligible for other match:



The difference between personnel or a consultant’s market rate and the reduced rate being charged to applicant
The difference between a third party manufacturer’s market rate to rent use of equipment and what being charged to
applicant
MTI RETAINS SOLE DISCRETION TO DETERMINE MATCH
ACCEPTABILITY AND ADEQUACY AS PROPOSED IN THE APPLICATION

